Trade policy Uncertainty Recent Press Coverage and Dissemination

- Vox EU, March 2018, [Trade Cold Wars and Value of Agreements During Crises](#)
- CNBC, March 2018, [Trump’s ‘trade cold war’ will have disastrous economic consequences](#)
- Wall Street Journal, March 2018: [Real Time Economics: GOP Splits On Tariffs | Europe Readies Retaliation](#)
- UMD Economics department, March 2018: [Trade War Threats and the Value of Agreements and the Value of Agreements](#)
- UMD College of Behavioral and Social Sciences, March 2018: [Economic Impacts of Trade War Threats](#)
- Trade Talks podcast with Nuno Limão, October 2017: [Uncertainty and Trade Deals, Not so good](#)
- University of Michigan Ross School, March 2018: [Trump Tariffs Invite Higher Costs, Risk of Trade War](#)
- Financial Times, October 2017: [An eerily calm Black Monday anniversary veils volatility benefits](#)
- The Economist, October 2017: “[On NAFTA, America, Canada and Mexico are miles apart](#)”
- American Economic Association, Chart of the Week, September 2017: “[Not an empty (tariff) threat](#)”
- Financial Times, June 2017: “[Know thine enemy? Top economists publish an essential visitor’s guide to economic policy in the Trump era](#)”
- Washington Post, July 2016: “[A quick Brexit or a delayed departure?](#)”
- Becker Friedman interview, February 2016: “[Policy Uncertainty and China’s Most Favored Nation Status](#)”
- NBER reporter, March 2016: “[The International Trade and Investment Program](#)”
Michigan News “Mere talk of trade policy change can cost consumers”
Oct 3, 2017